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DTA study of water freezing.
VI. Mental field in a working day
A large number of experiments on water freezing extended on a period of
several years have revealed that human mental field is the main driving potential
(see the previous papers in the series). Some materials with oriented
paracrystalline morphology are proven to be good conductive and antenna for
mental field. In the previous paper an antenna made from such material was
used to treat the water sample before Differential Thermal Analysis (DTA) tests.
Even the support for DTA sensors was proven to be antenna for mental field. In
the present study the dependence of induction time of freezing exotherm, ti, as
revealed by stepwise DTA experiments as a function of Hour Of the Day (HOD)
clearly reveal the effect of human mental field.
Experimental details. DTA device and procedure (10 µL specimens) was
described in the previous papers. The support of DTA sensors was made from
printed circuit board which has negligible effect in focusing mental field. It was
able to reveal in a quiet and constant mental field both Arrhenius and Universal
dependences of ti on freezing temperature (see previous papers).
Water samples: tap water boiled in a kettle for 3 minutes was poured in two
identical ampoules of 30 mL capacity (20 mL water samples), one made from
borosilicate glass and one from polypropylene and immediately quenched (fast
cooled) at room temperature.
The freezing thermostat was prepared with the mixture of crushed ice and
cooking salt ensuring a temperature of -21.6 to -20.7 0C during all experiments.
The two water samples were alternatively tested.
Location of experiments was the same as described before. It is important to
mention that our house is placed in a very quiet suburb between two parallel
high ways at 380 m and 630 m distance from them, respectively. The railway is
also parallel with them at a distance of 1.6 km from our house. In working week
days the highways and areas around the train stations is highly crowded in the
range of 7-9 and 17-19 HOD and very quiet in between. My family leaves the
house in the range of 5-8 HOD and comes back at approximately 15 HOD. I was
alone at home in very quiet environment in the range of 8.5-15 HOD.
Results & conclusions: Figure shows the dependence of ti values on HOD.
There are three distinct stages, namely: (i) when I was alone home with a
constant and low human field around (8.5-15 HOD) with low and pretty
constant ti values; (ii) the perturbing mental field of my family coming home at
15 HOD suddenly increasing ti value and shortly after (1 hour) calmed down;
(iii) the main perturbation of mental field in the range of 17-19.
It is important to note that both water samples shows the approximate the same
ti values in the range (i), but in the periods of high level of mental field it
appears that glass ampoule is more “transparent” than polypropylene to these
perturbations of mental field (see averaged ti values on Figure).
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